**SPOTTED SADDLE HORSE BREEDERS' & EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION**

**31st ANNUAL SPRING SHOW**

**MAY 6 & 7, 2016**

**CALSONIC ARENA - SHELBYVILLE, TN**

Show Chairmen: Arlie Weddington  
Organist: TBA  
Photographer: Barr Photography

---

**Friday, May 6 – 6:00 PM**

1. Amateur Model – Handlers 18 & Over  
2. Traditional Trail Pleasure 11 & Under Mares & Geldings  
3. Lite Shod Youth 11 & Under – Mares & Geldings  
4. Model Stallions & Geldings – 2yrs. & Over  
5. Open Shod Am. Owned & Trained – Open-N/C  
6. Trail Pleasure Youth Council - 17 & Under – Mares & Geldings – Members only, meeting requirements  
7. Traditional Trail Pleasure 2 & 3 Yr. Olds  
8. Yearling Stallions Halter  
9. Lite Shod 2 & 3 Yr. Olds  
10. Trail Pleasure 11 & Under – Mares & Geldings  
11. Country Trail Pleasure 2 & 3 Yr. Old  
12. Trail Pleasure Am. Owned & Trained – Open – N/C  
13. Trail Pleasure 2 & 3 Yr Olds  
14. Trail Pleasure Am. Owned & Trained 2 & 3 Yr. Old  
15. Country Trail Pleasure 12 - 17 N/C  
16. Open Shod Amateur 2 & 3 Yr. Olds  
17. Traditional Trail Pleasure Am. Owned & Trained – 2 & 3 Yr. Old  
18. Lite Shod Youth 12-17 N/C  
19. Country Trail Pleasure – Am. - Open -N/C  
20. Traditional Trail Pleasure – Am. – Open -N/C  
21. Trail Pleasure Amateur - Open - N/C  
22. Lite Shod Amateur Open - N/C  
23. Open Shod Amateur Open - N/C

---

**Saturday, May 7– 5:00 PM**

24. Stick Horse  
27. Model Mares – 2 Yrs & Over  
28. Lite Shod Amateur 2 & 3 Yr. Olds  
29. Youth Model 17 & Under Mares & Geldings

---

30. Country Trail Pleasure Ladies Auxiliary N/C – members only – meeting requirements  
31. Open Shod 2 & 3 Yr. Olds  
32. Lite Shod **Classic** – Open ***  
33. Open Shod 12-17 N/C  
34. Trail Pleasure Youth 12-17 N/C  
35. Yearling Fillies Halter  
37. Open Shod 11 & Under Mares & Geldings  
38. Traditional Trail Pleasure Amateur 2 & 3 Yr. Olds  
39. Trail Pleasure /Solid horses, no papers required, bands allowed  
41. Open Shod Specialty  
42. Lite Shod **Classic** Youth 17 & under ***  
43. Trail Pleasure Amateur 2 & 3 Yr. Old  
44. Country Trail Pleasure Amateur 2 & 3 Yr. Old  
45. Traditional Trail Pleasure Am. Owned & Trained – Open – N/C  
46. Trail Riders Class-18 & over any trail riding Attire(Fun Class) Trail walk & Trail gait  
47. Lite Shod **Classic** – Amateur ***  
48. Trail Riders Class-17 & under any trail riding Attire(Fun Class) Trail walk & Trail gait  
49. Traditional Trail Pleasure 12-17 N/C  
50. Country Trail Pleasure – Open - N/C  
51. Lite Shod Amateur Owned & Trained Open – N/C  
52. Traditional Trail Pleasure – Open - N/C  
53. Trail Pleasure – Open - N/C  
54. Lite Shod – Open - N/C  
55. Speed Racking Class-Any color/Any Breed, 25% Form, 75% Speed-Must perform saddle gait - Flat Shod- English or Western attire & tack (will be split if entries warrant)  
56. Open Shod Spring Show Championship – Canter – Do not have to qualify in a previous class

---

SSHBEA – 931-684-7496 (FAX) 931-684-7215  
Website – [WWW.SSHBEA.ORG](http://WWW.SSHBEA.ORG)  
P.O. Box 1046 – Shelbyville, Tn. 37162
A NEGATIVE COGGINS IS REQUIRED ON ANY HORSE ENTERING THE SHOW GROUNDS
THE SSHBEA RULE BOOK WILL BE ENFORCED
ALL SSHBEA RULES WILL APPLY IN ALL CLASSES
N/C - indicates NO CANTER     Canter - indicates WILL CANTER
ALL HORSES MUST BE SSHBEA REGISTERED TO SHOW
Trainers must have current "PSSHTA" trainer card
AMATEURS MUST HAVE CURRENT SSHBEA AMATEUR CARD
YOUTH MAY SHOW IN ALL CLASSES
Youth 17 Years & Under Do Not Have To Purchase An Amateur Card
Youth & Amateur Owned & Trained MUST NOT HAVE Been Professionally Trained Within The Last 90 Days
17 & Under-NO STALLIONS Permitted

AMATEUR OWNED & TRAINED CLASS: is one in which every contestant is either an amateur who
owns the entry being shown, or is an Amateur Member of owner's immediate family.

Country Trail Pleasure Classes & Traditional Trail Pleasure will be allowed to move up to Trail Pleasure, and will be
allowed to cross over.

Trail Pleasure will not be allowed to show in Country Trail Pleasure or Traditional Trail Pleasure

**Admission: $5  Children 6 & Under Free
**Ground fee / $20 per horse/per day – exception no ground fee if
stalls are rented for each horse (all to be collected at entry office).

**Stall or Tack: $20 per stall/tack per day

ENTRY FEES: All classes (except #24 & #56) $20
PRIZE MONEY
TBA

*Class 24-No Entry Fee (Ribbons to all Entries)
Class 56-Entry Fee $30
PRIZE MONEY - TBA

**Trail Pleasure** - Shoe may not exceed 3/4" wide x 7/16" thick. Caulk cannot exceed 1 inch,
measured from the turnback.

**Open Shod Shoe** must not exceed 1 1/2" wide by 1/2" thick with the exception of caulk which must
not be no thicker than 1" and the turnback which
shall not exceed 1"

**Lite Shod Shoe** may not exceed 1" wide x 1/2"
(thick with the exception of caulk which must not
be no thicker than 1" and the turnback which
shall not exceed 1"

**Country Trail Pleasure & Traditional Trail Pleasure** – manufactured stamped cast keg shoe,
not to exceed 3/8 x 3/4 inch and toe must not
exceed 4 inches.

**Lite Shod Classic** – Required shoe – ½” x 1” cold
rolled conventional steel / class will be asked to
back.